
WEST LYNN PRIMARY SCHOOL

Year 2
Homework Challenge – Spring Term 2 2024

We would like children to select at least one of the homework challenges below for this term, however children can do as many as
they wish. This will continue to be run alongside the regular reading, spellings, maths and English homework that are set.

PSHE – Heathy Me

Cooking

Can you help choose a healthy dinner for you and

your family thinking about a balanced diet. Help

shop for the ingredients and cook the dinner

together. Take pictures to show us in class.

Science – Matter and materials

Melting and Freezing

Using various food items can you

experiment what happens when you melt or

freeze it? Are all substances reversible?

History – Romans

Roman Shield

Can you create a Roman Shield? This could be

made from a cardboard box (it could be but

doesn’t have to be life-size!)

R.E – Easter

Design a 3D Easter Egg

Can you design and create a 3D Easter Egg? This

maybe a decoration, free standing egg or anything

else you can think of!

Remember Easter eggs symbolise new life.

Maths – Measure

Measurement

Can you measure different objects around

your house and garden. Create a table of

results including the object and

measurement (only in m and cm).

Art & D.T – Still Life

Still Life Drawing

Can you create a still life drawing using pencils,

pastels or paint? Could you practise your

photography skills to capture the image first?
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The challenge work is due in Friday 22nd March and on Monday 25th March at 2:55pm each child will get to present their work and
for it to be celebrated. Parents are invited to this session too! The above menu details a range of work for the subjects that your
child will cover this term. We do ask that everyone has a go at this homework so they all have something to share at the end of
each term. We thank you for your continued support.


